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Every woman dreams of
being with a lover whose
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to fulfill those dreams. He
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car if it is pictured with a
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feel like a queen, but don't
make it seem like a chore.

Let her know that you enjoy
making her feel good. Draw
her a romantic bath with
candles, sweet smells, and
relaxing music. Not all
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but all women can certainly
appreciate
a
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romance. Never pressure or
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the
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then, that is the nature of
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gestures. - Phyllis Chesler Men and women are two
different species, descended
from different animals. Mankind, woman unkind. Women are adorable and
men are admirable. - Men
work; women shop. Sun, 11
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- If youâ€™re having the
time of your life with a
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leave the bar and drive
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sheâ€™s
going to have her guard up.
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empathetic to the Black
Manâ€™s struggle in a
racist society. 10. how to
love a black man - Jamal
Bryant Ministries - P.S.
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concluding letter on page
209 for deÂ tails on how to
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achieve the lifestyle with
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